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Abstract
As a Complex System, our body acts as a whole system connected to the environmental
incitements. It is ordered, coherent, tries to maintain the least possible entropy, saving the
greatest amount of energy. We can observe its active systemic response to environmental
information both when it is healthy and ill. To explain the dynamics of the systemic
regulative network a theoretical model is proposed, with a comprehensive approach that
allows seeing the entire regulative system as a continuous unicuum. The paper analyzes two
points of view: 1) the connections between the quantum level and the classical one, through
some principles of the QFT and through the Coherence Domains. The system is modeled as
a ﬁeld described by the wave function, with synchronous and consistent events, driven in a
global computing by the quantum potential Q. The quantum potential implies the nonlocality, and it needs only ultra-weak waves to occur, so it explains how the rapid and
global activation of the organism in response to punctiform information work. The initial
hypothesis is that some consistent quantum phenomena are ampliﬁed through the systemic
regulative network until they become macroscopic observable. This is possible because of
Coherence Domains. 2) The reactions of the diﬀerent systemic networks to perturbations/
punctiform information, with the ﬁrst attempt to model and measure information in
biology, going beyond the Shannon and Turing theories. Hopﬁeld Networks and an
informational point of view are used to address the crucial informational and organizational
role of proteins and nucleic acids. With this new frame we could develop innovative
therapeutic strategies, and also evolve new experimental way to make our clinical
observation more precise.
Keywords: Quantum Network, Quantum Potential, Complex System, Coherence Domains,
Hopﬁeld Networks, Information
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1. Introduction
We are a Complex System (CS). As a CS, our body acts as a whole system connected to
the environmental incitements. It does so in an orderly, coherent way, with the least possible
entropy, and saving the greatest amount of energy. We can observe its active systemic
response to environmental information both when it’s healthy and ill [1].
The question is: at what level do we enter this accuracy in the systemic response, this
consistency, this energy saving and great susceptibility we have? I suggest the presence of a
new level of singular and systemic activity, deeper than the normal observed physiology.
More depth is required, especially to understand how our body self-regulates itself, how it
organizes its processes and information that it receives and exchanges.
This is the ﬁrst model that combines classical physics and all that is observable in our body,
the reaction to the puctiform information, and the implementation of an actual reaction
through a network that is activated and expresses properties of quantum physics, in
particular the quantum ﬁeld, through a consistent behavior and organization. In this sense,
the model integrates all concepts related to dissipative complex systems far from
thermodynamic equilibrium [2, 3].
I use a systemic, monistic vision and consider our body and mind as a whole entity. It is
rightly so, being the complex system actually indivisible.
There are many physical models that explain the central nervous system, consciousness and
brain cognition from the logic and quantum point of view (for example [4-7], or the work of
Freeman and Vitiello [8-10]). I move even further, arguing that the ability to learn, to
process incitements and consequently develop a cognitive and intelligent response is
characteristic of the whole organism; we are therefore required to have a uniﬁed view [11,
12].
This is why this theoretical model is intended to be systemic. It analyzes two points of
view: 1) the connections between the quantum level and the classical one, through some
principles of the QFT and through the Coherence Domains; 2) the reactions of the diﬀerent
systemic networks to perturbations/punctiform information, with the ﬁrst attempt to model
and measure information in biology, going beyond the Shannon and Turing theories.
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2. The two new premises and considerations
There are two premises, two fundamental assumptions:
1) The ﬁrst hypothesis is the following: there is a network control system, global and
ordered, that underlies the processes we observe, that we don’t normally consider in our
pharmacological and clinical studies. This allows implementing the response network in a
systemic and comprehensive way, as if the system were a unit. This network is deeper, of
orders of magnitude lower than those we normally observe in physiology and
pathophysiology studies. The network is sensitive to information that initially does not
come in contact with the receptors; they do not activate them directly. This means
that, in addition to knowledge of the environmental and internal stimuli through the
receptor, there is a deeper system of knowledge, which initially does not require a receptor,
but micro-changes in the organic ﬁeld. These small molecular ﬂuxes will activate the
receptors. These incisive movements occur at particular points, the network nodes, which
inﬂuence it consequently.
This is consistent with the operation of a complex system: it is, by deﬁnition, susceptible to
perturbations/punctiform information at the boundaries, causing a cascade of events that
spreads according to the rules of diﬀusion, ampliﬁcation and compartmentalization of the
organism.
It is possible to imagine such susceptibility: for example there are photosensitive molecules,
such as hemoglobin, which are sensitive to light without having receptors.
The premise is that a quantum network can describe a body better, more accurately, in a
contextual and holistic way. This approach is therefore essential, because the goal of
medicine is to understand and describe the uniqueness of the system by studying the
history of its speciﬁc responses.
It is from this regulative network of control that non-deterministic behavior arises: these are
the point of deterministic chaos. The dynamic regulations between sub-systems do not work
in a deterministic way, and this because they interfere with quantum events. This is the
mastermind of the systemic changes which we observe.
Understanding how this network works, at what level is, what kind of sensitiveness and
precision it has, and how to stimulate it to achieve the desired systemic eﬀect is the big step
that this model will allow to achieve.
If we had this ability, we could stimulate the system according to its laws, so that it would
regulate itself deeply and precisely, not coarsely. We would not need to lock any of the
current processes, as we could just support the system in adjusting itself. We would not
have side eﬀects, or we would have very few, because our information would be punctiform,
precise, and would impact only the points of the network that are susceptible, in a
delicately way. The answer we would observe would be consistent, fast (at least in the initial
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triggering), concerning the organism as a whole, and we would see how the response
networks can activate and inﬂuence each other, simultaneously. It would be revolutionary.
We could stop locking or suppressing it, increasing the systemic entropy, providing just an
ephemeral and temporary relief from suﬀering in most cases.
I will use in equivalent manner the following terms: control network, network of downregulation, regulation system, quantum regulation system or regulatory network.
2) When we administer a weight drug which inﬂuences the receptors, we act on the physical
network of the system, i.e. on the surface, not on the deep intelligent one. As a result we
see only the eﬀects ﬁltered by the receptors, and we don’t consider the primary changes
on the regulatory network.
Every drug, every substance ingested by the body, has two components: a physical one,
weight, described by the properties of classical physics, biochemistry, biology and so on, and
an informative, described by the physics of information. Consequently, every drug has two
types of eﬀects: using the Hahnemann nomenclature [13] the primary eﬀects are those of the
administered substance that the system undergoes at the beginning; secondary eﬀects come
from the receptor opening and all the consequent active actions. These are proper of the
body to which the remedy is given. If we give only one weight stimulus, its primary eﬀects
are hidden from the secondary ones, occurring simultaneously. I do a prediction: if we would
be able to send punctiform information to the body in the form of ultra-weak, precise
waves, which acts primarily on the regulation network, we would observe before the primary
eﬀects, generalized and that can be expressed in all their variety; then, only later, secundary
and side eﬀects, typical of the systemic reaction.
It is necessary to specify the following things: there is currently no clear point of the
boundary between quantum and classical physics [14]; it was understood only recently that
the senses of sight, smell, the ability to navigate through the magnetism of some animal
species and photosynthesis are connected to basic quantum phenomena [15]. All the
biological structures can be described in biochemical terms, and we can go deep into
analyzing and observing the processes at the level of ions, proteins, small molecules. This is
the level where the behavior relies on the rules of quantum physics.
In addition, the largest object with which quantum was tested weighs 105 amu, while the
smallest object to test the classical physics weighs 1018 amu (10-6 grams). Between these two
values, there is the unknown [16]. Singh proposes to divide the regions of space in microregions, where quantum rules over gravity, transition regions and macro-regions, where
gravity and classical physics seem to dominate on quantum.
In addition to this uncertainty, there is a big problem for those who want to use quantum
models to describe our body and its functioning: the quantum decoherence.
There is another issue: the high incidence of the observer's role. The observation has the
eﬀect of modifying reality. We, as observers, change the relationship between the reliability
and independence of information obtained by the system [17]. This, besides the fact that
the measurement disappears with the overlap of the quantum states, causes information loss
4
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[18]. While measuring, the quantum state becomes bound (entangled) with a part of the
universe, for example with the measurement tool [19].
The implications concerning the observation of system’s activities are mainly two:
1) The wave function of the observer must collapse, in order to allow the observation of the
process.
2) The system will auto-observe, producing at each system self-observation a collapse of the
wave function R. This is a concept that should be expanded, since we do not know the
ways in which this mechanism is applied.
The relationship between observer and observed is an adaptive process in which the
system's internal logic meets our mode of acquiring information [20].
It’s hard to think of U (the function of quantum coherence) and R as two alternating
processes and never contemporaries, because this implies an elaboration of reality which is
discontinuous and discrete anyway.
There are some theories that seek to reconcile U and R [16, 21-26]. This is a central issue
which I will not deal with at length in this model. The only idea I would like to aﬃrm now
is that there are continuous transitions where U and R occur simultaneously.
There are always more physiological processes described precisely by quantum physics, as
suggested by Tarlaci and Pregnolato [15]. The task of quantum biology is to identify as
much as possible and expand this knowledge. Moreover, ion channels, protein, and also the
DNA breakage due to ultraviolet waves, as well as perhaps the consciousness, depend on
phenomena that can be described with quantum equations.
3. Applied Quantum Field Theory
The theory that ﬁts the best with the model describing our reaction to punctiform
information is the quantum ﬁeld theory (QFT). It solves four issues raised by quantum
mechanics:
- The wave-particle duality.
- The inability to dynamically create or destroy the particles, which is a crucial aspect of
relativity. These processes must be explained and considered in a truly relativistic quantum
theory.
- The problems that occur when trying to apply the Schrödinger equation for large particle
numbers.
- The need to explain the non-locality, that is, the interaction of seemingly independent
particles even at a distance, with instantaneous changes of their properties (for example
spin).
For these reasons Dirac proposed the second quantization. The ﬁeld is a continuous entity
that exists in every point of space and regulates the creation and annihilation of particles.
Even the quantum ﬁeld has a Hamiltonian H (more complex than typical Hamiltonians of
5
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individual particles), and obeys Schrödinger equation, which is divided by Bohm theory [27,
28] in a real part and an imaginary part.

Q =−

ħ 2 ∇2 R
2m R

So we get the quantum potential Q. According to this new interpretation, the electron does
not occur randomly, but moves according to the action of the quantum potential. Q carries
information of the global environment and the ﬁeld through non-local connections, which
occur in a simultaneous and synchronous manner. Synchronicity, causality, non-locality and
the potential determinability of the electron trajectory are the fulcrums of the QFT. We
still cannot predict the electron’s behavior from our poor knowledge of the initial
conditions, and the continuously changing nature of the ﬁeld. The QFT no longer considers
the wave-particle duality, but is a good network of impacts, also said interaction vertices, in
which some properties (such as the position, the spin), are constantly being created and
destroyed. The properties that we measure are emerging with respect to the events’ network
[29].
The single electron has a ﬁeld which becomes the ﬁeld of all the electrons. There are
overlaps of states, from which the particles emerge. Then the particles are not "persistent
object", but networks of energy transitions. The wave-particle language is only an
approximate language, and the world is made up of this dynamic network of energetic
phenomena. The non-locality is thus a key ingredient of QFT.
These overlays given by the non-locality, together with the fact that the particles are not
more persistent objects but are summations of distant events linked together, make the
individual changes intelligible. Associative quantum networks map the structures and
produce interference. They are an implementation of the classical Hopﬁeld networks.
Information is the statistical sum of what happens at the quantum level [30]. In practice,
the quantum potential brings global information about the process and its environment. It
is an active source of information, connected with the quantum background (implicit
information carrier) that acts in the space-time in which measurements, i.e. the explicit
quantum information, are made. With our measurements we make a selection of information
which follows an implicit order. This is crucial for the understanding of our body, because in
this way we think we can observe events otherwise inaccessible.
The particle is more sensitive to the wave shape than to its intensity, so the eﬀect of Q
cannot vanish where the wave function amplitude tends to zero. Another key feature is that
the quantum potential acts even at a distance, with eﬀects that depend on the wave
function. Theoretically, only uniform rectilinear motions should be possible because,
according to classical mechanics, they are the only ones that do not take place in the
presence of forces. These are two key points.
For these reasons I use the QFT as a key theory for a model of control system which
6
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underlies the phenomena we observe.
To summarize the points discussed above, and begin to model the body concretely, it is
stated that:
- The system is described by a ﬁeld which propagates in space and time, and from a
punctiform structure, the identity, which moves under the guidance of the ﬁeld.
- The ﬁeld is described by the mathematical point of view by the wave function which is
the solution of the Schrödinger equation.
- It is this quantum comprehensive approach that allows us to model the entire body
regulation network as a continuous unicuum.
- In the ﬁeld, events occur synchronously and consistently. This is critical and explains for
example some hyper-acute global reactions.
- The quantum potential is the variable that is indicative of the changes that occur in the
system, and that drives the events. It allows us to consider the non-locality and acts at
distance, needing only ultra-weak waves to occur. Also it synchronizes all the individual
processes in a global computing. This entity explains how the rapid and global activation of
the organism in response to a punctiform information is possible.
- In classical physics, a particle cannot exceed a potential barrier V if its kinetic energy is
less than the height of the barrier. In QFT instead, because of the probability distribution,
sometimes the particle will overcome that barrier [31]. In fact, when a set of wave functions
comes in contact with it, very rapid changes of the quantum potential Q take place, which
may become negative, lowering the threshold of potential V and allowing the passage of the
particle. So the ability to cross the barrier is given by the sum of V + Q. Of course the
kinetic energy of the particle must be greater to V + Q. In our case the barrier can be an
ion channel, for example.
The fact that it activates in response to events that would not exceed the activation
threshold is critical and explains the increased susceptibility of the organism.
- Even the observer’s system is described by a wave function. When the two systems
(observed and observer) interact, takes place a sum of their wave functions, for which the
quantum event of the system is the element of the physical reality of the observer.
- The observer will not be able to observe the system in a deterministic manner and using
the computational and informational model Shannon-Turing. This although the system
openness.
- Events and all the possible occurrences have in the system certain probability density.
The observer, through the reduction R of the state vector, will derive its properties.
- Licata [20] suggests that the separate Hilbert spaces are not suitable for the QFT. Not
separated Hilbert spaces are necessary. We could ﬁnd in this concept an analogy with the
logic of the inseparability of complex system compartments.
- If we do give any precise and punctiform information to the system, this will be in the
form of a ultra-weak wave. Therefore its wave function is added to that system. The results
that can arise are the appearance of new symptoms/observables or the resolution of those
7
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already present.
This ultra-weak wave must be consistent with the system, have a similar wave function and
be aﬀerent to its linguistic domain. The linguistic domain corresponds to the wave function
of the system and to all states (more or less likely) that it can take. The wave that we
dispense must be speciﬁc and individualized; it must have an informed dissipative structure,
as our body does. Whether it is eﬀective or not depends from its energy, the diﬀerence
between its energy and that of the system, the state of the system at that time, and the
consistency between the phases of the system and those of the remedy. The quantum
network will be aﬀected by this wave, and will change accordingly.
From these quantum events some externally observable ones will emerge, and what I am
about to explain is the bridge between quantum physics and classical physics. This is the
big and decisive step we need, and that I discuss further.
4. Coherence Domains
The part of the model that follows explains the primary eﬀect of a substance, or the eﬀect
due to the information itself, which aﬀects the body.
The premise is that the information does not directly activate the receptors.
In fact it is the concentration or the location of the micro molecules or ions present in the
water which is initially locally modiﬁed (the body of the newborn is composed of 75% -85%
water, that of the adult by 70%, up to 60% for the elders). The water of which we are
composed is a set of ions, solutes, proteins, and is compartmentalized, divided between the
extracellular space and intracellular space.
We must rely on the coherence domains of Del Giudice [32]. The Italian physician in fact
has hypothesized and demonstrated that the water present in the living matter is not inert,
but is organized in coherence domains that behave like dipoles, and that in this excited
state oscillate between two states with diﬀerent spatial conﬁgurations. They contain water,
ions and proteins. These trap the quantum potential, so that it will use its inﬂuence on
every charge or polarizable molecule that is found in these domains [33]. In practice, the
electromagnetic ﬁeld is trapped from atoms and molecules and oscillates in phase with
them, from rest to excited state. This ensures consistent evolution to the system, and acts
as glue between its sub-components. The coherence domains are of the order of magnitude
of tens of microns (the size of a human cell may vary from 10 to 100 microns, with a few
exceptions); their main function is to interact with weak electromagnetic signals, and store
the information that they carry. There is a vector that also expands over the system, and
exchange information only with the environment in which it is immersed, without energy. It
allows then for continuous and subtle communication, which can be observed only from the
wave point of view. Another important thing is that the entropy within the domain is zero.
Living matter is the simultaneous coexistence of coherence and decoherence. The
8
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inconsistent molecules move according to a selective recall, following the code between the
resonant frequencies of the coherence domains. Later on they create the membranes which
are consistent, and that then attract other molecules. In this way they change the phases
and the oscillation modes of the involved ﬁelds. The quantum potential correlates with each
other all these facilities and these phenomena. Therefore ﬂuids are not organized as a whole
in coherence domains, but there are contemporary inconsistent set of molecules and selforganized ones in compartmentalized domains. It is logical to think that the healthier the
body is, the more diﬀuse and widespread the organization is. In this case there are more
water molecules bound to the protein, and consequently the organism is more susceptible to
ultra-weak speciﬁc waves. With the disease, it increases the ratio of free water compared to
that bound to macromolecules. With the decreased presence of coherence domains, there
will be on one hand a less harmonic, consistent and speciﬁc response, and on the other a
lower susceptibility to speciﬁc information. This may be the reason why children usually
respond better to the treatment than the elderly. So it is much more diﬃcult, if not
impossible, to cure an advanced disease. Where the consistency decreases, increases the
entropy. This concept of water more or less bound to macromolecules is already used in
MRI, in which the T1 signal measurement time is shorter if the water is more closely linked
to macromolecules, and so the image is clearer. With more free water, T1 is longer and the
image of the tissue appears hypo-intense, so darker. In this way normal tissues are
distinguished from pathological ones.
According to Del Giudice, the living system is the ﬁnal stage of a dynamic evolution which
arises from the basic interactions within a set of electric dipoles, where the dipole is a
schematic representation of a biomolecule [34]. We can consider the oscillation of the dipole
as a swing product of its pair of electrons. Obviously the dipoles are not isolated. They are
in chains, and each linked to the other. The dipoles may interact with each other via shortrange Van derWaals forces and hydrogen bonds, and long-range electromagnetic force
(Coulomb and radiative).
The energy of the information we provide is equal to:
E = ħν = hc/λ
This ﬁeld to be eﬀective needs a wavelength λ similar to that of the coherence domain, and
a density N/V (Number of atoms/Volume in which the system is contained) that exceeds
the critical threshold. So it will resonate with our system, and take the transition to a new
phase. The electromagnetic ﬁeld that we have introduced is now trapped in the coherence
domain, and a sum of their wave functions actually happens. If they are in the same stage,
the previous pathological wave function will also be annihilated by subtraction.
That is what we want when we try to treat the root of a disease: we want the network of
symptoms to extinguish itself, without blocking anything. To do this, it is necessary that
the quantum control system no longer expresses its pathological wave characteristics. The
9
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pathological wave should then gradually and spontaneously extinguish itself. Only if we act
at this basic level we can get healthy and lasting changes. If we instead block some partial
pathological aspect in the most superﬁcial level, like what we are actually doing, the
adjustment will rally the network; it will give rise to a new response likely to be more
disorganized than the last, with more entropy and energy expenditure. Probably some
symptoms will disappear, but after some time they will manifest again. After an initial
period of decrease or disappearance of symptoms, these will return with increased intensity.
So, back to the model, the water is coupled with solutes of various nature, including
proteins, and acts in a consistent and informed way. Now I will reﬂect on the role of the
proteins compared to the dipole. The proteins, with their shape, their folding and their
active sites, change the water polarization, and mate to it structurally in coherence
domains. They behave as a set of spin vitriﬁed networks, or Hopﬁeld networks. When the
water is stimulated, the dipole acts as a switch, wherein the protein can be activated
through its active sites, and activating other.
5. How proteins act: Hopﬁeld Networks
The vitriﬁed spin networks were introduced by Hopﬁeld [35, 36], they are neural networks.
Always with the same previous argument, we argue that the ability of the organism to
obtain information and to act cognitively implies that some properties of neurons and their
networks are similar to those which occur throughout the body, and are then explained by
this model.
These neurons have N inputs, and also have an output that is continually updated. Each
input i has an associated weight wi, and all weighted inputs are summed. The output will
be +1 if their sum will be greater than or equal to zero, and will be -1 if the sum will be
less than zero. All the neurons are interconnected, and also here each connection is weighed
and inserted into a matrix.
These networks organize themselves, without external organizers, forming maps and
accumulating memories [37]. The mutual eﬀects between adjacent elements, which take
place on the basis of local interactions, generate the global schematization. That is why
they are complementary to the Coherence Domains, and useful to this model. In the
Hopﬁeld networks it has been observed that by changing one or two elements, these do not
return to their initial state, but introduce a previous balance distortion, which is then
transmitted from one component to another, and so forming a new balance, ready to be
disturbed again by a new weight input and speciﬁcity suﬃcient to cause an output. The
new provision in a sense constitutes the network memory. Balance is in fact ephemeral, so
that the network elements are called frustrated because the spins and the layout are always
ready to change. Again it is emphasized the dynamism of these plastic structures. But in
fact, every state reached after a stimulus is a pseudo-stable state of minimum energy; we
10
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could say a behavioral attractor. There are compartments that deﬁne interconnected but
partly independent ﬁelds, with an increased susceptibility to changes at their boundary.
Furthermore, the other analogy with the coherence domains is that if the network elements
are consistent with each other, they reinforce each other, and then amplify the change.
I can state that an ultra-weak and ultra-speciﬁc wave aﬀects one or more domains of
coherence, or edits in a punctiform way the network ﬁeld down-regulation, which is sensitive
to this type of information. The proteins play the most important role, because of their
folding, of their active sites and the capacity to accumulate and manage information, begin
to swing together with their entire coherence domain. We can represent the oscillations of
the water dipole as binary states 0 or 1, which then behave as switches. From the initial
change of state in a domain, or in a part of the network ﬁeld, inﬂuence originates towards
compartments and domain neighbors, and activates a cascade of events. This has two
directions: on one side protein networks are activated, in ways that vary according to the
type of information; this is the primary eﬀect. On the other hand, these changes of
coherence domains cause micro ﬂows of ions and molecules, which may increase the scope
and reach the cell receptors. These receptors open up, become activated and trigger the
cellular response; from this springs the secondary eﬀect, with the opening of new networks
and the production of new molecules from cellular DNA. Although the cells are organized in
coherence domains, this means that they can act also on the peri-cellular ﬁeld. This gives a
very rapid response, overall synchronous to each level. By acting on this system of
regulation the eﬀects throughout the body are obtained, although not all will become
observable. This allows a modulation that is much more versatile, precise and harmonic.
The information core that through this network takes root and acts is the essence of life.
The quantum potential is the director, and the laws of quantum ﬁeld allow these great
evolutions from stimuli that normally would not exceed the classical activation threshold.
So the coherence domains can amplify the initial ultra-weak wave through the regulative
network, and after that to the more superﬁcial level. It is because of this organization and
activity that the quantum phenomena do not nullify each other, but some of those emerge
and become macroscopic observable. So the coherence domains can explain the eﬀectiveness
of ultra-weak and precise information managed by the organism, and the transition from
the quantum to the macroscopic level.
But how do proteins manage information?
Popp has discovered that DNA emits biophotons [38], which are an ultra-weak cell
radiation. The DNA then is not only the manager of the programmed cellular activities, but
is also an emitter of electromagnetic waves that control the cellular mechanisms through
continuous coupling reagents. DNA constructs and emits information. We can expect that
proteins would do the same, even by their folding. At this point they function as a switch,
and they will be able to start the enzymatic cascade, or the response of the network, even
at a distance. In addition, the electromagnetic ﬁeld can be transmitted by the coherence
domains, and allows the transmission of a message coming from the molecules. This allows
11
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them a long haul attraction, if the emission spectrum is identical. It creates a ﬁeld of coresonant molecules, which in turn will resonate with other adjacent molecules, and then
with their groupings. This permits minimum changes made by a wave ultra-weak to become
macroscopic and be observable.
The fascinating thing is the informed dissipative structure and water-protein-other solutes,
which eﬀectively makes the water a switch that can turn on or oﬀ some vital functions
through the structural coupling. This could also explain the origin of life through water.
6. The informational point of view
Now I analyze everything from the point of view of the information. Relatively to
information, three types of systems are deﬁned [20]:
• Information-conserving systems. The distribution of their possible equilibrium in the
phase space is conserved.
• Information-compressing systems. They have a ﬁnite number of possible equilibrium
states and follow the second principle of thermodynamics.
• Information-amplifying systems. They are more complex, not linear. They are open
systems, with an inﬁnite number of possible equilibrium states. We are part of this category.
All three types of systems are deterministic, though in the latter case we can predict what
will happen at the local level, but not at the global one. My hope is to get step-by-step by
adding computational information. Currently the non-predictability is due mostly to our
observer’s limits.
I formulated this hypothesis that I illustrate with the formula below: each entity has an
"information ratio", a information coeﬃcient that acts at a biological level, which is equal
to:

Ci = lim

m→0

E
m c2

That is the information that leads comparing to its mass. For example, the food has lower
information coeﬃcient than spices, because we need to ingest an higher mass of food than
spices to have systemic eﬀects.
According to another hypothesis I do, given the information we will have then a
"magnitude" in the body expressed as the number of events that occur after it, which
responds to this formula:
M=

∞

∑
I=0

C i · log2N · Ki · Ui · K s
E n t r op y

Where:
- Ki is the number of node connections
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- N is the number of aﬀected nodes
- Ci is the coeﬃcient information
- Ui is the value associated with the node
- Ks is the coeﬃcient of susceptibility of the organism to information
Regarding the last point, it is necessary to consider also the susceptibility of the system,
which is not only given by the number of nodes reached by information. Let’s think of an
allergy suﬀerer. With the same number of nodes initially involved, the susceptibility to a
given substance is greater than for other people, and consequently also the magnitude of the
response.
In addition, the more the points touched by information will be, and much heavier and
more connected they will be, the greater the eﬀect of information. This is also directly
proportional to the systemic susceptibility, which is related to the coherence and to the
aﬀerent domain of body language by information. Similarly, the more the system will be
entropic, the fewer events it will allow. A more entropic system is a disordered system, less
harmonious, and less susceptible to knowledge and change. It always knows less, is less and
less susceptible, it is less and less changeable. It is not inﬂuenced as before. This
deterioration continues until death.
The centrality of a node is deﬁned by Bianconi and Barabasi [39]:
bi =

gjiw

∑ gjw
j,w

Where Gjiw is the number of the shortest routes from j to w passing through i (the node),
and Gjw is the number of the shortest routes from j to w without passing through i.
The centrality of the node is given by the ratio between the number of connections from a
point to a point w j that pass through the node and those linking the same two points
without question him.
Bianconi and Barabasi have compared their model to the evolution of a Bose gas, proposing
that the energy of each node is equal to:
εi = −

where:
β =

1
log(Ui)
β

1
T

That is, the energy of a node is proportional to the temperature and to the weight
logarithm, or ﬁtness value of the node. The nodes with greater weight acquire more and
more links, connections, at a faster rate. Then, at the approach of the thermodynamic limit,
the connectivity decreases towards zero and shows the hierarchy of hubs, that is of larger
13
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groups of nodes, surrounded by other less connected nodes [40].
These activities have been modeled to explain networks of people who produce, disseminate
and exchange ideas, but are also compatible with the network organization of our system.
In particular, the response always activates one or more central nodes, which increase the
connections with the others, and that implements the answer to a typical and complex
cascade. The response networks are then created, which give rise to observable.
These activities do not take place only in top-down way, i.e. in a hierarchical order from top
to bottom, but may occur in particular in the opposite direction, the bottom up [41].
It is important to deﬁne the type of information I am talking about. In a quantum system,
the information is a sequence of qbit, which have been superimposed of 0 and 1. When we
measure it, we operate a reduction of the state vector, R. We get a 0 or a 1, which, however,
are derived directly from our measurement. It is said that the bits we observed already
existed before. So Shannon’s information is not useful in this case [42], partly because the
quantum system is not closed, as it is open to the viewer. Moreover, as we have already
seen, with each measurement we get decoherence, states are no longer overlapping, and then
we lose information.
The information that interests us is that of Fisher, which is connected to the quantum
potential. In fact, the quantum potential emerges as a result of balance classic under the
constraint of a minimal presence of Fisher information [43]. The Fisher information can be
interpreted as the information that an observable random variable X carries about an
unobservable parameter θ, which determine the probability distribution X. This statistical
measure has sparked interest in relation to the study of the distributions of observables a
quantum system [44]. Interesting studies were published; an attempt was made to connect
Fisher’s information with the speciﬁc structural aspects of quantum mechanics [45-49]. In
this way this information is treated as a statistical indicator of the relationship between the
classical information; also connecting the observed statistical system and its overall
geometry.
When we apply this choice, avoiding the use of Shannon information, we know that the
total information of a system can be encoded in a single observable (for example, the
quantum potential) or may be partially encoded in all the complementary partial
observable.
MacLennan [50, 51] wrote two enlightening articles about information and its computation
in natural systems. The computation to universal restraint today, certainly the best known,
is that of Turing, in which a machine processes numeric data and gives precise answers.
Natural computation instead occurs in nature or is inspired by it. Examples of natural
computing are the processes of the immune system, the brain computation, the selective
evolution.
The natural computing tries to explain the processing of information by the natural and
artiﬁcial systems, and therefore takes into account their characteristics, which are:
- Rapid, real-time response.
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- Flexibility in response, even in the presence of novelty.
- Adapting to new information and the environment, immediate and also gradually over
time.
- Tolerance of noises (i.e. interference), errors, damage or fallacies.
- The robustness against environmental hazards, and also the damage.
- At the same time, the need to commit only small errors, the results of which are limited.
- I would add, the ability to self-repair.
For these reasons an analog model is advanced, in which the variations are small in
magnitude as indicated and the variables are continuous.
The natural system is modeled through continuous representation spaces, which present
uncertainty and indeterminacy: for each potentially correct representation there are others
similar.
The other big diﬀerence between the natural computing and that of Turing is this: the ﬁrst
ends only when the system dies. The natural computing systems do not solve problems in
the strict sense, but work on response and adaptation strategies to stimuli [52].
The information is encoded by continuous variables and phases of pulses. Mac Lennan
proposes the use of Hilbert spaces, and suggests that the information representation is a
ﬁeld, i.e. an extended spatial continuum in which each change (that is, with the addition of
information) following new snapshots conﬁgurations, that govern state changes continue.
This dynamic is not necessarily deterministic. If these phenomena occur in a nondeterministic way, consider once again the probability of all the trajectories of the density
function. This is continuous.
The space and the topology of the ﬁeld are important both for the information they
represent and the interactions that they allow. In the informational ﬁeld move two types of
information: the semantics (meaning) and the pragmatic (procedures). The signal shape in
driving input determines the type of action; the magnitude gives the exact data.
MacLennan makes also an important analogy: just as in the quantum ﬁeld particles are
excitations of the ﬁeld, so in the mind computation reveals discrete symbols by continuous
neurological processes.
7. From the quantum to the classical level - the macroscopic observation
At this point, the logical question is: how do we keep at least part of what happens at the
level that we described? The collapse of the wave function, the R reduction of states of
quantum superposition causes the observable, which is the symptom or the potentially
recognizable external manifestation.
If we want a physical parameter that gives us an overview we could observe the spectrum of
bio photons emitted from the body at a given instant. This would be described by a wave
15
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function. In fact, the more the body is healthy and the energy is high, the more the
spectrum is towards the blue and the purple, while with the entropy increasing, the decrease
of energy and the presence of diseases the spectrum shifts to the red. This is also a
consequence of Planck's formula E = hν. I may at this point also analyze the spectrum of
information that we are giving out, to ensure that it is as similar as possible to that of the
organism, so that the two waves are annihilated by subtraction. But, as long as the search
does not progress in this, we can use another method, the integrated diagnostic tests we
have available.
The most direct, simple, accurate, unique and individualized approach is to observe the
symptoms that the patient reports. The symptoms, if observed without prejudice and
recorded in their entirety, allow to qualitatively observe the systemic changes. I am speaking
of speciﬁc, precise symptoms, such as: "pressure sore at the top of the right shoulder, which
worsens to the touch; breathing deeply an obtuse pain, which extends behind and outside,
inside the shoulder joint", or "stabbing pain in the umbilical region, in a small point, which
forces him to bend and bow forward, aggravated to the highest pitch by lifting something,
for 18 hours", or "falls asleep tired, and sleeps, though with diﬃculty, but is awake long
before you go back to sleep, even if in the morning you will not feel tired" [53].
It is clear that a symptom alone does not tell us anything: it will be the set of all the
symptoms that will allow us to observe the underlying network, and see if there are logical
connections, but not necessarily causal correlation. That is the distinction of accompanying
symptoms of a disease or problem that indicates the type and mode of activation in the
underlying networks for each individual patient. In this way we can also know exactly what
is happening at the microscopic level, because the symptoms are a ﬁnal summation of
previous or ongoing events, and build the impression that quantum phenomena leave our
classic real ﬁeld.
It is only in this way, with the integration of information and more precise and observable
at diﬀerent levels, that an individualized medicine will be possible [54, 55].
8. Conclusion
I described the organism and its deepest part through the quantum ﬁeld, explained its
susceptibility through the coherence domains and Hopﬁeld networks, its organization
through the nodes and the management of information and internal changes. Another very
important thing is the deﬁnition of the information, in particular what an eﬀective remedy
could be. I described it through a speciﬁc ultra-weak wave, that does not activate primarily
the receptors, but modiﬁes the quantum ﬁeld and the coherence domains. These changes
allow the secondary opening of the receptors and the consequent cascade of events, from
which some macroscopic observable arise. I explained also how the system and the
environment are coupled through the dynamic exchange of information and energy. I also
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analyzed the evolution of the system over time and the relationship between the observer
and observed, with the strategic union of classical, quantum ﬁeld and information physics.
These ﬁndings open other doors for reading and see new realities, to understand otherwise
inexplicable facts, to advance in our knowledge and in our practice.
The implications of this model are many and far-reaching: we can begin to study the
physiology and pharmacology to a deeper level; we can deﬁnitely combine physics,
mathematics, philosophy and medicine by raising the level of our discipline; we can ﬁgure
out how to view the system as a whole; we can study the diﬀerent systemic networks with a
new conceptual framework, to understand which are the most important nodes and how to
address them; we can begin to develop remedies that are similar to the operations of the
system, which stimulate the healing process without blocking its answers. These must carry
pure information. They do not need to act on the receptors: they must radically change the
network response and help the whole body and its inner capacity of healing and
reorganization.
We can also understand what the peculiarities of each system are, and develop a true
individualized medicine, respectful of each individual person and as eﬀective as possible. All
without burdensome side eﬀects, without the need to add a drug after another once the last
administered has exhausted its eﬀect, without the decline of the immune or cognitive
response more and more.
Further studies are required to measure the systemic happenings at the quantum and
coherence domains level. In particular this model has to be tested and consequently
ampliﬁed. We need to deepen our mathematical and descriptive knowledge of the organism
in order to measure the universal and individual responses to diﬀerent types of information.
This innovative vision allows the development of new therapeutic strategies and kind of
drugs, of stimuli, that act in the way we presented. The more knowledge we acquire, the
better we can act to help the healing process.
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